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INTRODUCTION 
♦ Correctional facilities = high risk settings 

for sex victimisation and rape
♦ Derrick Mdluli = prisoners are raped every 

day and every night (Lazarus, 2002:82)
♦ Male on male rape in men’s facilities = 

ignored crime problem within the larger 
society

♦ Prison authorities refer to rape as the 
homosexual problem



DEFINITION
♦ Current legislation = male on female 
♦ Male on male rape = indecent assault
♦ Proposed definition of the SALC
♦ This def has various implications for male 

victims of prison rape:
♦ Oral sex
♦ Insertion of an object



DARK FIGURE
♦ Victims are not likely to report this 

incident 
♦ REASONS:
1. DCS
2. Prison code
3. No-win situation 

In SA no statistics available



VICTIM AND OFFENDER 
CHARACTERISTICS 

♦ Victim = punk, whore, kid, made homo
♦ Young, 1st time offender, weak
♦ Perpetrators = jock, wolf
♦ Older, prior offences, serious crimes
♦ Five phase victimisation process:

observation, selection, testing, approaching 
and actual victimisation 



RAPE SCENARIOS
♦ Gang rape
! 9-12 perps involved in a gang rape
! SA prisons = 26’s and 28’s gangs
♦ Slavery and prostitution 
!Victims are often “rented out” for sex
! Sold for as little as R10
♦ Consensual sex
!Many men  prefer to be paired of with one 

prisoner for whom they have to provide sexual 
services than to be gang raped

!What is so consensual about this relationship?



CONSEQUENCES OF RAPE 
♦ Physical:
♦ HIV/AIDS
♦ Concussions, broken bones, bruises and cuts
♦ Psychological:
♦ Anxiety disorders
♦ Depression 
♦ PTSD
♦ Suicide ideation and action



EMPOWERMENT
♦ Information and awareness:
1. Constitution 
2. HIV/AIDS testing
3. Orientating new inmates 
4. Rape support group inside the prison 

(FAA)



CONCLUSION 
♦ When we release men back into society   

(25 000 per month in SA) that believe the 
only way to validate their manhood is 
through rape, what are the chances of them 
re-integrating into society?


